It is speculated that a merger of two massive astrophysical black holes in dense stellar environment may lead to the formation of a massive black hole in the pair-instability mass gap (∼ 70/80 − 125 M ). Such a merger-formed black hole is expected to typically have a high spin (a ∼ 0.7), however, with a broad spectrum of spins being allowed (0 < ∼ a < ∼ 1). If such massive black hole acquires another black hole it may lead to another merger detectable by LIGO/Virgo in gravitational waves. We show that it is highly unlikely to form in this way and retain a ∼ 100 M black hole in a globular cluster if the black hole's spin is low (a < ∼ 0.3). Massive merger-formed black holes with low spins acquire high recoil speeds ( > ∼ 200 km s −1 ) from gravitational-wave kick during formation that exceed typical escape speeds from globular clusters (∼ 50 km s −1 ). However, a very lowspinning (a ∼ 0.1) and massive (∼ 100 M ) black hole could be formed this way and retained in a galactic nuclear star cluster. Even though massive, merger-formed black holes with such low spins acquire high speeds during formation (∼ 400 km s −1 ), they may avoid ejection since massive nuclear clusters have high escape velocities (∼ 300 − 500 km s −1 ). This adds to already existing astrophysical scenarios of the formation of massive black holes with low spins. A future detection of a massive black hole in the pair-instability mass gap with low spin is therefore not a proof of the existence of primordial black holes, which are sometimes claimed to have low spins and arbitrarily high masses (not affected by pair-instability).
I. INTRODUCTION
By the beginning of 2020 the LIGO/Virgo collaboration has published 10 black hole (BH) black hole (BH-BH) mergers from the first two (O1/O2) observational runs [1] , and more than 50 BH-BH merger alerts from the third ongoing run (O3; see https://gracedb.ligo. org/superevents/public/O3/). The collaboration delivers wealth of data on these mergers; masses, effective spin parameters, rate densities, redshifts among other data [2] . Yet, the origin of these BH-BH mergers is still unknown.
There are numerous formation scenarios/sites proposed in the literature to explain LIGO/Virgo BH-BH merger detections. The two most prominent proposals are the classical isolated binary evolution channel in galactic fields [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and the dynamical formation in dense (globular, nuclear, open) clusters [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . Triple stars are also proposed as BH-BH merger formation sites [33] , or isolated binaries with very rapid rotation leading to homogeneous evolution [34] [35] [36] . First generation of stars are yet another potential formation site [37] [38] [39] . More exotic scenarios include formation of BH-BH mergers in AGN disks [40] , or even from single stars [41] .
Massive stars are subject to pair-instabilities [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] and are not expected to form BHs in the mass range ∼ 70/80 − 125 M . Note that typically this pair-instability mass gap is adopted to be broader (i.e., ∼ 50 − 135 M ), but recently it was claimed that it is possible to form * chrisbelczynski@gmail.com BHs upto 70 M directly from metal-free stars [47] and high-metallicity stars [48] , and upto 80 M directly from intermediate-metallicity stars [49] . Additionally, [50] have shown that BHs with mass as low as > ∼ 125 M can form above the mass gap. The stellar-origin BHs are expected to have low spins a ∼ 0.1 [51] , however tidal interactions in close binaries may significantly increase BH spin [15, [52] [53] [54] [55] . Furthermore, if a BH gains mass via merging with a stellar companion, it is possible to well exceed the pair-instability BH mass ceiling in both low and high metallicity environments which process is generally expected to produce high-spin BHs [56, 57] .
All of the above channels invoke (at least initially) stars to produce BHs, and such BHs are often referred to as "astrophysical" BHs. However, there is one formation channel that can potentially produce BHs without stars. Primordial BHs were proposed to form from fluctuations in the very early Universe by [58] . These primordial BHs are sometimes employed to explain some fraction of dark matter [59] or, if they catch a companion BH, to explain LIGO/Virgo BH-BH mergers [60] . Although in principle primordial BHs could have an arbitrary mass, various observational constraints exclude most of possibilities, however, allowing masses in range ∼ 10 − 100 M [61] . Primordial BHs are argued to have very low spins a ∼ 0.01 [62] .
The origin of the LIGO/Virgo BH-BH mergers is an interesting question on its own. However, there is a deeper issue at stake. Each formation channel informs about different physical processes. Therefore, the lack of information on the origin of BH-BH mergers limits astrophysical inferences from LIGO/Virgo data that could potentially constrain uncertain physics in a given channel. For exam-ple, the classical isolated binary formation scenario may inform about uncertain physics of stellar interactions in close binaries (i.e., common envelope phase) or asymmetries during black hole formation (i.e., natal kicks), while primordial scenario may provide information about inhomogeneities in the very early Universe that have led to the development of global structures at later times. Since the origin of BH-BH mergers is unknown, the information inference is ambiguous and does not allow to place useful constrains at the moment. It is thus crucial to identify cases that will help to distinguish between various channels and their relative contribution to the observed BH-BH merger population.
It may appear that the existence of a 100 M BH with low spin would point to the primordial formation scenario. However, there are at least two astrophysical scenarios that can generate such BHs. It was proposed in the past that numerous consecutive mergers of a seed BH with lighter companions (either other BHs or stars) with randomly oriented spins (so they cancel out in the final merger product) would not increase the spin of the seed BH [63, 64] . Therefore, a ∼ 100 M , low-spinning BH could be formed this way in dense stellar environments (e.g., globular or nuclear clusters). Here we investigate the validity of a different astrophysical scenario. We test the possibility whether a merger of two massive BHs can produce a ∼ 100 M BH with low spin despite the fact that such merger products are expected to typically generate high spins a ∼ 0.7 [65, 66] . We also take into account the gravitational-wave (hereafter GW) kicks that are associated with BH-BH mergers and that tend to remove merger-formed BHs from their birth sites [67] . A removal of a 100 M BH from its parent cluster prohibits this BH to catch a companion and merge again making such a BH invisible to LIGO/Virgo detectors.
II. CALCULATIONS
We explore a range of mass ratios of binary black hole (hereafter BH-BH) mergers, leading to a BH of For each combination, we consider two extreme cases, namely, both component BHs are maximally-spinning, i.e., their dimensionless spin magnitudes are (a 1 , a 2 ) = (1.0, 1.0) and both components are non-spinning, i.e., (a 1 , a 2 ) = (0.0, 0.0). For each (M 1 , M 2 ), (a 1 , a 2 ) combination, we perform 10 5 evaluations of the final, merged BH's dimensionless spin vector, a f , and the recoil kick velocity, v k , due to the anisotropic radiation of GW during the merger assuming that the component BHs' spins are uncorrelated and oriented isotropically w.r.t. the orbital angular momentum. Note that the energy carried away by the GW emission will result in the final BHs' mass, M f , to be smaller than M 1 + M 2 . Since this discrepancy is at most a few percent (but depends, in a complex manner, on the components' mass ratio and spin vectors as numerical-relativity calculations suggest [68, 69] ), we ignore it for the present purpose and assign M f ≈ M 1 +M 2 .
The vectors v k and a f of the merged BH have been obtained using numerical relativity (hereafter NR) calculations for a wide range of mass ratio and spin configurations of the merging BHs [70] [71] [72] [73] and fitting formulae exist that well reproduce the NR outcomes. In general, if the merging BHs' spins are zero, v k would lie on the orbital plane and be aligned along the line joining the BHs just before the merger. Its magnitude, v k , is zero (small) for equal-mass (extreme-mass-ratio) components and maximizes to ≈ 170 km s −1 at the mass ratio of ≈ 1/2.9. If the merging BHs have spins, then, depending on the spins' magnitudes and orientations, v k will as well have an in-plane component perpendicular to the mass axis and a component perpendicular to the orbital plane. For (near-) maximally-spinning BHs, this off-plane component of the merger recoil typically dominates and can well exceed 500 km s −1 [72, 73] ; for certain configurations, it can reach ≈ 3000 km s −1 [71] . In this work, we utilize the NR-based fitting formulae of [73] for the components of v k , which incorporate cases where the BHs' spins are inclined w.r.t. the orbital angular momentum and, therefore, would undergo spin-orbit precession during the in-spiral and merger phases of the BH-BH. These formulae agree with NR outcomes within 5%.
If the spins of the merging BH components are zero, then the only source of angular momentum of the merged BH is the BH-BH's orbital angular momentum. Accordingly, the dimensionless spin of the merged BH, a f , will be aligned with the orbital angular momentum, L, and, for equal-mass components, will have the magnitude a f ≈ 0.7 [70] . When the merging BHs have finite, misaligned spins, a f is generally misaligned relative to L and its magnitude is augmented (suppressed) w.r.t the nonspinning-merger value if the spins are pro-aligned (antialigned). For most configurations, L dominates the BH-BH system's angular momentum budget [74] and hence the angle between a f and L is, typically, < 10 • . In this work, we utilize the NR-based fitting functions of [74] to compute a f for each of the randomly chosen componentspin orientation. Fig. 1 shows the probability, P, that a f < a f,crit as a function of a f,crit , a f,crit being a chosen critical (maximum) value of a f , for the three component-mass combinations and for a 1 = a 2 = 1.0. The fractions plotted in this figure are out of 10 5 trials (see above). Because of the dominance of L, the BH-BH system's final angular momentum can be significantly suppressed only for strongly anti-aligned spin orientations of the merging BHs. Accordingly, the fraction of configurations that suppress the system's angular momentum to produce a f below a certain a f,crit decreases strongly with a f,crit , as Fig. 1 demonstrates. Mergers only with the most dissimilar BH On the other hand, when a 1 = a 2 = 0.0, the merging BHs do not additionally contribute to the final angular momentum so that P(a f < a f,crit ) is just a step function jumping from zero to unity when a f,crit is equal to the unique a f for the chosen mass ratio. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2 . With non-spinning BHs, the least a f obtained is ≈ 0.5 for mergers with the least mass ratio (≈ 0.3).
Since our focus here is the low-spinning BH-BH merger products, it would be worth considering the GW recoil kick magnitudes, v k , such merged BHs would receive as a result of the merger. This is shown in Fig. 3 . Here, the distributions of v k are shown for those a 1 = a 2 = 1.0 mergers that lead to a f < 0.1, 0.3, and 0.4 for the mass ratios ≈ 0.3, 0.5, and 1.0 respectively (for a 1 = a 2 = 0.0, we have a f > 0.5; see above). As evident, the strongly anti-aligned mergers that yield a f < 0.1 have a relatively narrow range of recoil kicks, 200 km s −1 < ∼ v k < ∼ 700 km s −1 , and their distribution is strongly peaked at v k ≈ 400 km s −1 . For a f,crit = 0.3 and 0.4 and mass ratios > ∼ 0.5, the v k distributions are peaked at smaller values but have tails extending up to 1600 km s −1 . Qualitatively, any BH-BH configuration (out of spinning BH components) that leads to a small a f would emit GW relatively symmetrically leading to a relatively low recoil. But due to the required low mass ratio (see Fig. 1 ), the configuration just before the merger is still asymmetrical leading to typically 400 km s −1 recoils. 
III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that a merger of two rapidly-spinning (a 1 ≈ a 2 ≈ 1) and unequal mass (q < ∼ 0.3) BHs can produce a ∼ 100 M BH with low spin and low enough spatial velocity (from GW kick) that it can be possibly retained in a nuclear cluster. Such a BH, under the assumption that it catches another BH, can manifest itself in high frequency GW observations (LIGO/Virgo).
So far (O1/O2) LIGO/Virgo observations seem to indicate that the detected BH-BH mergers have component BHs with low spins [2] . This was explained in terms of Tayler-Spruit magnetic dynamo [75, 76] that efficiently removes angular momentum from massive stars and leads to the formation of low-spinning BHs in BH-BH merg-ers [15, 39] . If this applies to all first generation BHs then the only way to produce merger of two highly spinning BHs is to have merger of two second generation BHs as these will typically have large spin [65, 66] . Alternatively, it seems that Nature can produce rapidly-spinning BHs as such are observed in Galactic and extra-galactic high mass X-ray binaries (HMXRBs), Cyg X-1: a = 0.98, LMC X-1: a = 0.92, and M33 X-7: a = 0.84 [77] . The apparent tension of LIGO/Virgo BHs and the ones in HMXRBs can be understood if the specific evolutionary scenarios are different for both populations (e.g., [78] [79] [80] ). Whether the tension is fully understood or not (it is still debated) it is clear that Nature can produce both slow-and rapidly-spinning BHs, and if the rapidlyspinning BHs merge they are the potential candidates for our scenario.
Stars can possibly form BHs massive enough to satisfy the total mass requirement and the uneven mass ratio limit. As noted in Sec. I, stars can possibly form BHs (first generation) as massive as ∼ 70 − 80 M and still avoid pair-instability pulsation mass loss. Then such a massive BH would need to catch a ∼ 20 − 30 M BH in dense stellar cluster, which may not be very likely, but not impossible either. Note that detailed Monte Carlo simulations allow for mergers of such BHs in globular clusters [81] . As we have demonstrated, the formation of a low-spinning ∼ 100 M BH induces a strong GW recoil kick that accelerates the merged BH to a high speed of ∼ 400 km s −1 . This removes all such BHs from globular clusters that have typical escape velocities of < ∼ 70 km s −1 (e.g., [82] ). However, such BHs can potentially be retained in nuclear clusters that have typical escape velocities of ∼ 300 − 500 km s −1 [82] [83] [84] [85] . This difference comes from the fact that globular clusters are typically much less massive (∼ 10 5 − 10 6 M ; [86, 87] ) than nuclear clusters (∼ 10 6 − 10 8 M ; [84] ).
Note that current LIGO/Virgo observations do not provide spin magnitude measurements of merging BHs. These observations provide measurements of BH-BH effective spin parameter, which is a projection of both BH spins weighted by BH mass on the binary's orbital angular momentum vector. It means that if the effective spin is low then either BH spins are low, or that the spin vectors are facing in opposite directions so they can can-cel out, or that the spin vectors are in the orbital plane. However, future observations may provide large numbers of massive BHs and this may allow for statistical assessment of BH spin magnitudes. Alternatively, there is hope for measuring spin precession in the inspiral waveform in future. This would also allow to estimate spin magnitudes of merging BHs.
We intend to explore the effect of more recent NR results (e.g., [88, 89] ) in a future work and as well of the mass-spin dependence of BHs as obtained from stellarevolutionary calculations [51] . Also, the formation rate estimate of the proposed scenario would require careful analysis of nuclear cluster evolution (e.g., as presented in [90, 91] folded with detailed stellar and binary evolution (e.g., [15, 92] ). Such an estimate is beyond the scope of this paper.
Here we just point out (proof-of-principle) the possibility of the formation of a 100 M , low-spinning BH of the astrophysical origin. This adds to existing scenarios of a seed BH growing in mass by accretion of lower mass stars or light BHs [63, 64] . These astrophysical scenarios are to be contrasted with any claims that such BHs (if they exist and are detected) must be of the primordial origin.
